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A B S T R A C T

In a recent article, Hayakawa and Keysar (2018) propose that mental imagery is less vivid when evoked in a
foreign than in a native language. The authors argue that reduced mental imagery could even account for moral
foreign language effects, whereby moral choices become more utilitarian when made in a foreign language. Here
we demonstrate that Hayakawa and Keysar's (2018) key results are better explained by reduced language
comprehension in a foreign language than by less vivid imagery. We argue that the paradigm used in Hayakawa
and Keysar (2018) does not provide a satisfactory test of reduced imagery and we discuss an alternative para-
digm based on recent experimental developments.

1. Introduction

Are our mental images less vivid when speaking a foreign language
than when speaking our native tongue? For many models of how words
are linked to conceptual representations the answer should be no, be-
cause bilinguals will access a common semantic system in both of their
languages (e.g., Caramazza & Brones, 1980; Francis, 1999; Illes et al.,
1999; Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Paradis, 2004), which in turn should lead
to common imagery processes. Yet, in a thought-provoking paper re-
cently published in Cognition, Hayakawa and Keysar (2018, henceforth
HK18) suggest the answer to be yes. Based on the results of two ex-
periments (their experiments 1 and 2), HK18 conclude that visual
imagery is reduced in a foreign language compared to the native lan-
guage. In a final experiment, HK18 test whether reduced visual imagery
might partially explain the foreign language effect in moral decision
making (Costa et al., 2014). Here we focus on their central proposal: If
you are a native speaker of English, the word “window” will evoke a
clearer, more vivid mental image of a window than its Spanish coun-
terpart ventana, even if you speak Spanish and you know perfectly well
that ventana means window. We argue that this conclusion does not
follow from the findings presented by HK18. Instead, their results are
better explained by reduced language comprehension in a foreign lan-
guage.

But why should mental imagery be reduced in a foreign language in
the first place? The explanation advanced by HK18 is that vividness of

imagery depends on the amount of sensory memories associated with a
word and how easy it is to access these memories. The typical foreign
language speaker has interacted with the world through their native
language to a far greater extent than through their foreign language.
There is evidence that memories are richer and better recalled when the
language used at retrieval matches the linguistic environment at en-
coding (Marian & Fausey, 2006; Marian & Neisser, 2000). In combi-
nation with the well-established view that the episodic memory system
is used for simulation of hypothetical events (Schacter, Addis, &
Buckner, 2007), this makes it plausible that imagery is reduced in L2:
To the extent that less detailed memories are triggered by a foreign
word (ventana) than by its native counterpart (window), the image we
form in the mind's eye could be less vivid, even though we may fully
grasp the meaning of ventana. We find this line of explanation com-
pelling. However, for this argument it is crucial that 1) participants
understand the meaning of the words in the foreign language and 2) the
paradigm tests mental imagery.

2. Experiment 1 has problems that extend to experiment 3

In Experiment 1, participants were asked to rate on a 7-point scale
the vividness of a range of sensory experiences from different mod-
alities (visual, auditory, tactile, kinaesthetic, gustatory, olfactory, or-
ganic). Imagery of sensory experiences was always triggered by a verbal
description.1 The crucial manipulation was between subjects:
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1 An example of a visual item: “Think of some relative or friend whom you frequently see, carefully considering the visual image that comes to your imagination.
Rate how vividly you can imagine the precise gait, length of step, etc. in walking.” The exact materials used in Experiments 1–3 were not made publicly available
with the original publication, but the corresponding author kindly shared the English version of the questionnaire in Experiment 1 and the items used in Experiment 2
(S. Hayakawa, personal communications, August 10 and September 9, 2018).
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Participants were native speakers of English with Spanish as a foreign
language and they were randomly assigned to complete the ques-
tionnaire in either English (their native language) or Spanish (their
foreign language). The analyses show that imagery ratings were sig-
nificantly lower in the foreign than in the native language.

HK18 themselves question whether Experiment 1 constitutes a re-
liable test of mental imagery. First, they note that scale labels in a
foreign language might lead to less extreme ratings because of un-
familiarity with the labels. Second, they question the validity of self-
report measures because of their inherent subjectivity and because self-
report questionnaires of imagery have been shown to correlate poorly
with objective imagery measures. Additionally, there is a potential
confound in the design of Experiment 1 that is not addressed by the
authors: The language of the questionnaire (English/Spanish) was
perfectly confounded with the nativeness of language (native/foreign).
Therefore, it is possible that the Spanish version of the experiment
could have biased vividness ratings downwards independently of
whether Spanish was a participant's native or foreign language (e.g.,
due to the particular word choice, see Clark & Watson, 1995). In pre-
vious studies, Hayakawa and colleagues have counterbalanced their
design by crossing the actual language and its native vs foreign status
(e.g., Hayakawa, Tannenbaum, Costa, Corey, & Keysar, 2017: Experi-
ments 5 and 6; see also Costa et al., 2014: Experiment 2). Such a design
would have allowed for a stronger inference here as well.

More importantly, even assuming the English and Spanish versions
were perfectly equivalent, a stronger bias towards the middle of the
scale in the foreign language would also be expected if participants did
not fully understand all words in a description. Consider the following
item from the tactile modality: “Think of ‘feeling’ or touching… the
warmth of a tepid bath”. While “warmth” and “bath” are relatively fre-
quent words (4.4 and 31.1 occurrences per million words [pmw], re-
spectively), the adjective “tepid” has a low frequency (0.2 pmw).2 For
each item, participants had the option to select “do not understand” (p.
9); however, because an item typically consisted of a description (rather
than a single word), a participant might comprehend enough not to
choose the “do not understand” option, but still have some uncertainty
as to the exact meaning of the description. For the previous example,
participants might understand “the warmth of a bath” but not the low-
frequency adjective “tepid” that modifies it and makes the situation
more specific. But our argument is not contingent on the presence of
low frequency words – it holds if there are words that just some par-
ticipants did not know, and even relatively high frequency words might
have not been correctly understood occasionally. In general, un-
certainty will bias Likert scale ratings towards the middle of the scale
(Douven, 2018), which is exactly the tendency that was observed in the
foreign language condition in Experiment 1.

Although our comment focuses on the claim of reduced visual
imagery itself, the concern above extends to Experiment 3. In this ex-
periment, reduced visual imagery was suggested to underlie more uti-
litarian choices in a moral dilemma (the footbridge dilemma). If our
argument is right, participants who are uncertain about the precise
meaning of a prompt in the foreign language will generally show a
tendency to answer towards the midpoint of a self-report scale. This
should hold whether they are rating the vividness of a mental picture or
the likelihood that they would push one man from a footbridge to save
five lives. And this is indeed what the results of Experiment 3 show: The
effect of rating in a foreign compared to the native language is a drift
towards the midpoint of the 7-point scale. For the moral dilemma, mean
ratings move from 2.15 in the native language to 2.41 in the foreign
language, where 1 is “definitely would not push him” and 7 “definitely
would push him” (HK18, p.12). Given the low initial baseline, it is

impossible to tease apart a genuine boost in utilitarian moral choices
from an increased central tendency bias. Suboptimal comprehension
could be the variable that drives the same midpoint bias for imagery
and moral choice in a foreign language.

Returning to our main argument: For the reasons adduced by the
authors themselves, and for the additional concerns raised above,
Experiment 1 does not provide convincing evidence for reduced visual
imagery in a foreign language. But perhaps Experiment 2 does?

3. Experiment 2: Limited understanding of words in the foreign
language will impair the shape task more than the category task

In contrast to Experiment 1, HK18 present Experiment 2 as an
“objective behavioral measure to investigate the vividness of mental
imagery” (p. 12). Participants were native Mandarin speakers with
English as a foreign language. The basic task involved one of two ver-
sions of an odd-one-out paradigm: In each trial, participants saw groups
of three words (e.g., violin, piano and hourglass) and were asked “to
click on the one that was least like the other two based on a given
attribute” (HK18, p. 10). The attribute could either be category (odd one
out: hourglass, because it is not a musical instrument) or shape (odd one
out: piano, because it does not have a double-rounded shape like a
violin and an hourglass). The experiment thus consisted of a 2-by-2
design with the factor Language (foreign vs native language, between
subjects) and Task (shape vs category, within subjects). A decrease in
accuracy in the foreign language condition for the shape task larger
than for the category task (i.e., a Language-by-Task interaction) was
taken as an indication that visual imagery was reduced in the foreign
language despite understanding the words. The critical assumptions
made by the authors were that 1) the task measured vividness of mental
imagery and 2) the shape and category tasks “required the same level of
knowledge of the language” (p. 11). We next argue that both assump-
tions are problematic.

First, it is important to note that the task tests whether participants
have knowledge about the semantic category of words and about the
typical shapes of their referents. It does not tell us whether participants
used mental imagery to solve the task, in the sense of activating in-
formation in a depictive format (Dijkstra, Bosch, & van Gerven, 2019;
Pearson & Kosslyn, 2015). The assumption that vivid imagery is re-
quired to solve the shape task is highly speculative, as we argue in the
next section. What then explains that L2 speakers performed worse in
the shape task? By its very nature, the category task can be solved
without knowing the specific meaning of a word; it is enough to know
to which superordinate category a word belongs. For instance, a foreign
language user might be certain that pianos and violins are both tokens
of the broader category of music instruments, without being quite sure
which instruments exactly they denote. This alone suffices to exclude
“hourglass” and get the category trial right, even if they have no clue
what “hourglass” means. However, to accurately respond to the shape
task, this approximate knowledge is not enough. To match for shape,
one needs to know precisely which instruments “piano” and “violin”
refer to, and also which kind of object is denoted by “hourglass”.
Without this specific knowledge about the entities denoted by the
words, the shape task cannot be solved. Thus, the shape task requires
more specific lexical knowledge (not more vivid imagery) than the
category task.

This argument would be ruled out if we could be sure that partici-
pants in fact understood all words at the specific level required for the
shape task. That is, did learners know which specific instrument is
denoted by “violin” rather than just knowing that it is a musical in-
strument? We cannot tell. HK18 included the following comprehension
check for Experiment 2, which suffers from a similar problem as the
main experiment: Participants (after the experiment) were shown each
of the stimulus words again one by one, together with three line
drawings, and were asked to match the word with the correct drawing.
If a word was incorrectly matched, all trials containing that word were

2 All frequency counts were obtained from the SUBTLEX-US corpus (Brysbaert
& New, 2009), retrieved 10 June 2019 from https://www.ugent.be/pp/
experimentele-psychologie/en/research/documents/subtlexus/overview.htm.
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removed from the analysis for that participant. First, this does not
control for chance-level performance; that is, on average one third of
the comprehension checks would be correct if a participant was an-
swering randomly. Second, participants again need not know the exact
meaning of a word to solve this comprehension check. Suppose the
word is “hourglass” and the learner does not know what it means. If two
of the pictures depict objects for which they do know the names (e.g.,
violin and piano), they can easily deduce that the word must denote the
object in the 3rd drawing. Knowing the label for just two of the three
drawings will always suffice to correctly solve a trial in this task even if
one initially has no idea what the word means.

There is an additional reason why participants might have fared
worse on the shape task due to suboptimal comprehension. It is well
established that there exists a strong relationship between semantic
similarity and word co-occurrence patterns (Firth, 1957; Griffiths,
Steyvers, & Tenenbaum, 2007; Z. Harris, 1954; Landauer & Dumais,
1997; Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013, among
others). People are sensitive to co-occurrence patterns and techniques
that exploit these purely statistical regularities are remarkably accurate
at approximating human performance on a wide variety of conceptual
tasks (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998;
Pereira, Gershman, Ritter, & Botvinick, 2016). Foreign language lear-
ners will have picked up such co-occurrence statistics through exposure
to the language (Ellis, 2002). To the extent that it can be shown that
category matches (e.g., violin–piano) have a stronger statistical asso-
ciation than shape matches (e.g., violin–hourglass), participants could
be solving the category task simply by following their intuitions about
which words tend to occur in similar contexts, even if they do not know
the precise meaning of each of the words (note that in this case, we do
not even need to assume learners know to which superordinate cate-
gory a word belongs). Fig. 1 plots the pairwise similarity for the stimuli
used in HK18's Experiment 2, as computed from co-occurrence statistics
in a large corpus of English.3 As one would expect, cosine similarities
are consistently higher for category than for shape matches. This means
that even just having a hunch that “violin” and “piano” tend to appear
in similar contexts, but “hourglass” does not share many contexts with
either, will be enough to solve the category task. For the shape task,
however, co-occurrence statistics will not come to our rescue.

In sum, we have shown two ways in which reduced comprehension in
the foreign language could have produced the results in HK18's
Experiment 2: First, the category task requires less word knowledge
than the shape task and the comprehension checks do not establish that
learners understood the stimulus words at a specific level, and second,
implicit knowledge of word co-occurrence patterns would lead to ac-
curate responses in the category but not in the shape task. As pointed
out by the authors: “After all, it would not be surprising if those using a
foreign language visualize scenes less vividly if they are unable to
comprehend the descriptions” (p. 9). We think this less exciting ex-
planation is indeed the most likely one.

4. Looking forward: How should we test (reduced) visual imagery
in a foreign language?

We agree with HK18 that reduced visual imagery in a foreign lan-
guage would be an intriguing finding of great theoretical relevance. We
have nevertheless argued that this claim is not justified by their em-
pirical evidence, as there is a simpler and more compelling alternative
explanation for their results. What, then, would be a better test of

reduced visual imagery?
It is useful to first consider the phenomenology of the claim: What

would it mean for visual imagery to be reduced in a foreign language
despite full understanding? Imagine you know that the Spanish word
plátano means banana. It is unlikely that you could know this and yet
fail to determine that the shape of a plátano is more like that of a flute
than that of an apple. You do not need much “access to episodic
memory” (p. 13) to solve this. In our opinion, this makes the test in
HK18 a poor candidate: Comparing accuracy in an untimed odd-one-
out task means one is essentially testing if participants are at all capable
of accessing information about the shape of a word referent, irrespec-
tive of how they are accessing it. There is no compelling reason to
believe that the paradigm measures mental imagery, as it merely tests
whether participants know the semantic category and shape of word
referents. We think that, if an effect exists, it probably manifests itself as
a subtle difference rather than a failure to access a highly schematic
visual representation of the referent (which is all that was required for
HK18's Experiment 2). Therefore, appropriate tests need to be sensitive
to small differences in visual imagery and, critically, they need to un-
ambiguously tap into visual imagery.

In recent years, sophisticated paradigms have been developed to
study language-induced top-down effects on visual processing.
Continuous flash suppression (CFS; Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005), a bino-
cular rivalry technique where a picture presented to one eye is sup-
pressed by presenting rapidly changing flashes of distractor-images to
the other eye, is a particularly promising method for these purposes.
The ability to detect a suppressed picture in CFS is determined by how
efficiently suppressed pictures are processed in the visual cortex (Yuval-
Greenberg & Heeger, 2013). Increasing evidence suggests that con-
scious access to visual information, as required for visual imagery, in-
volves top-down activation of the visual cortex (Dijkstra et al., 2019;
Kok, Bains, van Mourik, Norris, & de Lange, 2016; Lawrence et al.,
2018; Pearson & Kosslyn, 2015) leading to enhanced processing of
compatible visual stimuli (Gayet, Paffen, & Van der Stigchel, 2013;
Harris & Mrsic-Flogel, 2013). Recent studies specifically show that
hearing words can enhance detection sensitivity in CFS (Lupyan &
Ward, 2013; Ostarek & Huettig, 2017). Thus, on the assumption that
vividness of imagery modulates the degree to which visual cortex is
activated (Dijkstra, Bosch, & van Gerven, 2017; Kosslyn, Ganis, &
Thompson, 2001; Kosslyn, Thompson, Klm, & Alpert, 1995), a critical
test of reduced imagery in a foreign language is that words in the native

Fig. 1. Cosine similarity of shape and category matches in the stimuli from
HK18 Experiment 2. Each point represents a pair of words that was either a
category match (left) or a shape match (right). Cosine similarity was computed
using subs2vec word vectors (van Paridon & Thompson, 2019). Error bars show
non-parametric 95% confidence intervals. The two pairs with the highest and
lowest cosine similarities are shown for each type of match.

3 Specifically, we computed cosine similarities for word vectors (van Paridon
& Thompson, 2019) derived from a large corpus of subtitles (Lison &
Tiedemann, 2016) and Wikipedia articles, using the fastText algorithm
(Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016). The word vectors are numerical
representations of single words, therefore multiword noun phrases were ex-
cluded from the analysis.
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language should enhance detection in CFS more strongly than words in
a foreign language. If one implements comprehension checks that un-
ambiguously ensure word comprehension (e.g., having participants
translate the words to their native language after the experiment, ide-
ally under time pressure to minimize strategic guessing4), such para-
digms can be considered a strong test of potential differences in vi-
vidness of imagery in native and foreign language because differential
detection sensitivity is only expected if imagery vividness indeed differs
by language.
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